
Derby Gaol 

Team 4 Report – 9th April 2005 

Team 4 Andy Fazekas, Henry Wharton, Kevin, Tracey  

This report is taken from Andy’s notes at the time and needs to be included with Tracey’s findings 

to give an overall picture of Team 4. 

Museum 

10pm investigation begins. 

10.55pm team hears the sounds of a chain being pulled through wood coming from the wooden unit 

Andy is sitting on.  Andy thinks he moving slightly or his coat catching the chain could have caused 

it. Upon inspection this is not the case so although everyone heard the sound the cause is 

unexplained. 

Control Room 

No activity for our team. 

Condemned Mans cell 

Nothing of note  

Debtors Cell 

11.25pm EMF reading stay at middle reading 

11.55pm EMF meter spiking off the scale constantly this is recorded by camcorder (hopefully) 

12.15 Camcorder switching itself off   

12.20 Kevin and Andy pick up smell of tobacco smoke in one area of cell 

12.30 using two different EMF meters they both start spiking on numerous occasions 

Other investigations personal notes 

Séance – I felt nothing throughout this though when asking for a sign the old wooden door behind 

me did creak and open slightly.  Upon investigation it is suggested this could have been caused by 

the wind as the passage opens to the outside, however the door is at least two inches thick solid 

wood ? 

Oujia board – opposed as I am to using these I really wanted to talk to someone from history in 

order to learn more.  The glass did move but ever so slowly not like MH lol 

I am not sure if anyone was ever there but have no answers to the glass moving either as I am sure it 

was no one round the table. 

Group exercise – still kicking myself over being allowed to look silly 

Derek Acorah impression – best forgotten 

Overall rating - it was ok maybe expectations were high good to meet Norwich group we can 

certainly do more investigations with them they are very much like us and we like them. 

 


